MODEL: M&P9 SHIELD
NO THUMB SAFETY – MA COMPLIANT
9 mm – 7 & 8 ROUND MAGAZINES

* Compliance subject to change. Please check with your local dealer.
MODEL: M&P9 SHIELD™
NO THUMB SAFETY – MA Compliant®
9 mm – 7 & 8 ROUND MAGAZINES

SPECIFICATIONS
Model: M&P9 Shield™
SKU: 10038
Frame Size: Compact
Caliber: 9mm
Action: Striker Fire
Capacity: 7 and 8 Round Magazines
Barrel Length: 3.1" (7.9 cm)
Front Sight: White Dot
Rear Sight: White 2-Dot
Trigger Pull: 10 lbs +/-
Overall Length: 6.1" (15.5 cm)
Frame Width: .95" (2.4 cm)
Overall Height: 4.6" (11.7 cm)
Grip: Polymer
Weight: 19.0 oz. (523.7 g)
Barrel Material: Stainless Steel
Slide Material: Stainless Steel
Frame Material: Polymer
Finish: Black/Durable Corrosion Resistant
UPC Code: 022188864175

OTHER FEATURES
• Incorporates the design features of the M&P line of firearms.
• Extremely thin and lightweight - can be comfortably carried all day.
• M&P’s patented take-down lever and sear deactivation systems allow for disassembly without pulling the trigger.
• Includes 2 magazines: one with extended capacity for full grip.
• 18 degree grip angle for natural point of aim
• Striker-fired for short consistent trigger pull, every time.
• Backed by Smith & Wesson’s Lifetime Service Policy.
* Compliance subject to change.

A: 7 Round - 19935
B: 8 Round - 19936
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